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(54) System and method for enhancing signal-to-noise ratio of a resonator fiber optic gyroscope

(57) A resonator fiber optic gyroscope includes a
sensing resonator having a first resonance frequency for
a first laser beam propagation direction and a second
resonance frequency for a second laser beam propaga-
tion direction; an intensity modulator coupled to an output
of the sensing resonator and configured to modulate the
intensity of a signal output from the sensing resonator,
wherein the intensity modulator modulates the output sig-
nal at an intensity modulation frequency; and resonance

tracking electronics coupled to an output of the intensity
modulator and configured to demodulate the intensity
modulated signal output from the intensity modulator at
a resonance tracking modulation frequency to produce
a first demodulated signal; the resonance tracking elec-
tronics further configured to demodulate the first demod-
ulated signal at the intensity modulation frequency,
wherein the intensity modulation frequency is different
from the resonance tracking modulation frequency.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Resonator fiber optic gyroscopes (RFOGs) are
a form of passive cavity optical gyros that use the Sagnac
effect. RFOGs combine the resonator finesse function of
a Ring Laser Gyroscope (RLG) and the multi-fiber-turn
capability of the Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyroscope
(IFOG). RFOGs use clockwise (CW) and counterclock-
wise (CCW) light waves from lasers to measure the dif-
ference between CW and CCW resonance frequencies
of a resonator comprising a multi-turn fiber coil to deter-
mine rotation rate.

SUMMARY

[0002] In one embodiment a resonator fiber optic gy-
roscope is provided. The resonator fiber optic gyroscope
includes a sensing resonator having a first resonance
frequency for a first laser beam propagation direction and
a second resonance frequency for a second laser beam
propagation direction; an intensity modulator coupled to
an output of the sensing resonator and configured to
modulate the intensity of a signal output from the sensing
resonator, wherein the intensity modulator modulates the
output signal at an intensity modulation frequency; and
resonance tracking electronics coupled to an output of
the intensity modulator and configured to demodulate the
intensity modulated signal output from the intensity mod-
ulator at a resonance tracking modulation frequency to
produce a first demodulated signal; the resonance track-
ing electronics further configured to demodulate the first
demodulated signal at the intensity modulation frequen-
cy, wherein the intensity modulation frequency is different
from the resonance tracking modulation frequency.

DRAWINGS

[0003] Understanding that the drawings depict only ex-
emplary embodiments and are not therefore to be con-
sidered limiting in scope, the exemplary embodiments
will be described with additional specificity and detail
through the use of the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a
system.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a
resonator fiber optic gyroscope.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of
resonance tracking electronics.

Figure 4 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a meth-
od of enhancing signal-to-noise ratio for measuring
rotation rate in a resonator fiber optic gyroscope.

[0004] In accordance with common practice, the vari-
ous described features are not drawn to scale but are
drawn to emphasize specific features relevant to the ex-
emplary embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0005] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part
hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration spe-
cific illustrative embodiments. However, it is to be under-
stood that other embodiments may be utilized and that
logical, mechanical, and electrical changes may be
made. Furthermore, the methods presented in the draw-
ing figures and the specification are not to be construed
as limiting the order in which the individual acts may be
performed. The following detailed description is, there-
fore, not to be taken in a limiting sense.
[0006] Figure 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment
of a system 100. The system 100 is a navigation system
in this embodiment. However, it is to be understood that,
in other embodiments, the RFOG 102 can be used in
other systems, such as, but not limited to, a platform sta-
bilization system or a pointing system. The navigation
system 100 includes a resonator fiber optic gyroscope
(RFOG) 102. For example, in some embodiments, the
RFOG 102 is implemented as part of an inertial sensor
unit that includes one or more RFOGs and one or more
linear accelerometers. The RFOG 102 measures rotation
rate and outputs a signal indicative of rotation rate to a
processing unit 104. The processing unit 104 uses the
measured rotation rate from the RFOG 102 to calculate
parameters such as position, orientation, and angular ve-
locity.
[0007] The processing unit 104 uses the calculated pa-
rameters, in some embodiments, to calculate control sig-
nals that are output to one or more optional actuators
106. For example, in some embodiments, the navigation
system 100 is implemented in an unmanned vehicle.
Hence, the actuators 106 are implemented according to
the vehicle type. For example, in an unmanned aerial
vehicle, the actuators 106 are implemented as wing flaps,
thruster, etc.
[0008] Additionally, in some embodiments, the
processing unit 104 outputs the calculated parameters
to an optional display unit 108. For example, in some
embodiments, the display unit 108 displays the geo-
graphic location, velocity, and/or orientation (e.g. pitch,
roll, and/or yaw) of a vehicle in which the RFOG 102 is
located. The display unit 108 can be implemented as any
suitable display unit such as, but not limited to, various
CRT, active and passive matrix LCD, and plasma display
units.
[0009] The RFOG 102 is configured to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio for measuring rotation rate. In par-
ticular, the RFOG 102 includes an intensity modulator
110 coupled between an output of a resonator 112 and
an input of resonance tracking electronics 114. The in-
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tensity modulator 110 places a signature on the resonator
output light waves that allow the resonance tracking elec-
tronics 114 to discriminate between resonator output sig-
nals and noise, such as electronic pickup or other types
of electronic sources of error. In particular, the intensity
modulator 110 modulates the intensity or amplitude of
light output from the resonator in a predetermined man-
ner that can be distinguished by the resonance tracking
electronics 114 from signal modulations caused by elec-
tronic noise sources.
[0010] Figure 2 is a block diagram of one exemplary
embodiment of a resonance fiber optic gyroscope 202
that includes an intensity modulator 210 between an out-
put of a rotation sensing resonator 212 and resonance
tracking electronics 214. In particular, as shown in Fig.
2, RFOG 202 includes a clockwise (CW) intensity mod-
ulator 210-1 coupled between a first output of the reso-
nator 212 and CW resonance tracking electronics 214-1,
and a counter-clockwise (CCW) intensity modulator
210-2 coupled between a second output of the resonator
212 and CCW resonance tracking electronics 214-2.
[0011] The RFOG 202 also includes a first laser source
216-1 and a second laser source 216-2. The first laser
source 216-1 is coupled to the resonator 212 and pro-
vides a frequency modulated laser beam that propagates
in a clockwise direction through the resonator 212, also
referred to as a CW laser beam. As used herein, the
terms "laser beam", "light wave", and "light" are used
interchangeably. Similarly, the second laser source
216-2 is coupled to the resonator 212 and provides a
frequency modulated laser beam that propagates in a
counter clockwise direction through the resonator 212,
also referred to a CCW laser beam.
[0012] In this embodiment, the first laser source 216-1
comprises a CW slave laser 218-1 and CW beam splitter
220-1. The CW beam splitter 220-1 splits light from the
CW laser 218-1 into two beams. One laser beam goes
to the rotation sensing resonator 212 and the other goes
to a CW beam combiner 222-1. The CW beam combiner
222-1 combines the CW beam with a component of a
reference laser beam. In particular, the exemplary RFOG
202 includes a reference laser driver 224 which drives a
reference laser 226. The reference laser 226 produces
a reference laser beam which is split into two beams by
a reference beam splitter 228. One output of the refer-
ence beam splitter 228 goes to the CW beam combiner
222 and the other output of the reference beam splitter
228 goes to a CCW beam combiner 222-2.
[0013] The CW beam combiner 222-1 optically mixes
the CW laser beam with the reference laser beam from
the reference beam splitter 228. The optical mixing cre-
ates an intensity signal at the output of the CW beam
combiner 222-1. The frequency of the intensity signal is
the beat frequency between the CW and reference laser
beams. The intensity signal is converted to an electrical
signal by a CW phase-lock-loop (PLL) preamplifier
(preamp) 230-1. The CW PLL 231-1 locks the CW slave
laser 218-1 to the reference laser 226 with a frequency

offset determined by a reference frequency ∆fcw, which
is electronically generated by the CW resonance tracking
electronics 214-1. The CW PLL 231-1 controls the CW
laser frequency via the CW laser driver 232-1 to maintain
the beat signal between the CW and reference lasers at
the reference frequency ∆fcw.
[0014] The CW beam that goes to the rotation sensing
resonator 212 is locked onto a resonance frequency of
the resonator 212. To determine the center of the reso-
nator CW resonance frequency the frequency of the CW
beam is frequency modulated. Because of the modula-
tion, the CW output of the sensing resonator 212 is a
signal that is indicative of the frequency difference be-
tween the CW laser beam frequency and the center fre-
quency of the CW resonance frequency. The signal at
the modulation frequency will pass through zero ampli-
tude when the CW laser beam frequency is at the reso-
nance frequency. The CW resonance tracking electron-
ics 214-1 demodulates the resonator CW output signal
at the modulation frequency and generates a control sig-
nal, ∆fcw, that indicates when the CW laser is off reso-
nance. The control signal is used by a servo in the CW
resonance tracking electronics 214-1 to control the CW
laser 218-1 to the resonance frequency. The CW reso-
nance tracking electronics 214-1 outputs the control sig-
nal ∆fcw to the CW PLL 231-1 to be used as a reference
frequency. The CW resonance tracking electronics 214-1
maintains the CW laser frequency at the CW resonance
frequency by controlling the reference frequency ∆fcw.
[0015] The second laser source 216-2 is configured
similar to the first laser source 216-1 and provides a laser
beam that propagates in a counter clockwise direction
through the resonator 212, also referred to as the CCW
laser beam. The CCW laser beam is controlled in a man-
ner similar to the CW laser beam discussed above, but
to have a beat frequency ∆fccw with the reference laser
frequency. Rotation rate is derived from taking the differ-
ence between the magnitudes of the two beat frequen-
cies ∆fcw and ∆fccw.
[0016] The RFOG 202 is configured to reduce or elim-
inate rotation sensing errors due to electronic pickup. In
particular, in this example, the RFOG 202 includes CW
and CCW preamps 233-1 and 233-2 which converts the
respective optical resonator output signals to electrical
signals. By placing intensity modulators (IMs) 210-1 and
210-2 before the CW and CCW preamps 233-1 and
233-2, respectively, the CW and CCW resonator output
light intensity can be modulated to place a signature on
the resonator output light waves that allows the reso-
nance tracking electronics 214-1 and 214-2 to discrimi-
nate between resonator output signals and electronic
pickup.
[0017] For example, the CW resonance tracking elec-
tronics 214-1 generates a CW intensity modulation signal
that drives the CW intensity modulator 210-1 at a fre-
quency that is different and not harmonically related with
the CW resonance tracking modulation frequency. Thus,
a resonator output signal at an input of the CW preamp
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233-1 is at the sum and difference frequency between
the resonance tracking modulation frequency and the in-
tensity modulator (IM) modulation frequency. The CW
preamp 233-1 converts the intensity modulated optical
signal to an electrical signal. For example, the CW
preamp 233-1 can include a photo-detector for convert-
ing optical signals to electrical signals. It is to be under-
stood that the CCW resonance tracking electronics 214-2
and the CCW intensity modulator 210-2 operate in a sim-
ilar fashion. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the in-
tensity modulation frequency of the intensity modulator
210-1 is different from the intensity modulation frequency
of the intensity modulator 210-2. In other embodiments,
the same intensity modulation frequency can be used.
[0018] Electronic pickup typically occurs at either the
resonance tracking modulation frequency or at the inten-
sity modulation frequency, but has negligible compo-
nents at the sum and difference frequencies. To have a
component at the sum and difference frequencies be-
tween the resonance tracking and intensity modulation
frequencies, the electronic pickup components at the res-
onance tracking frequency and at the intensity modula-
tion frequency would have to "mix" or multiple by some
non-linearity in the electronics. Since both the electronic
pickup and electronic non-linearity is typically small, elec-
tronic pickup at the sum and difference frequencies is
negligible.
[0019] The CW resonance tracking electronics 214-1
and CCW resonance tracking electronics 214-2 are con-
figured to detect the resonance output signals at the sum
and difference frequencies. For example, a double de-
modulation technique can be employed in the CW and
CCW resonance tracking electronics 214-1 and 214-2 to
discriminate between resonator output signals and un-
wanted electronic pickup.
[0020] Figure 3 is a block diagram of exemplary reso-
nance tracking electronics 314 employing a double de-
modulation technique. The resonance tracking electron-
ics 314 includes signal conditioning circuit 334 which con-
ditions the electrical signal from a respective preamp,
such as preamp 233-1 or 233-2 shown in Fig. 2. For ex-
ample, the signal conditioning circuit 334 may include
filtering of unwanted signals to allow further analog gain
with saturating electronics and anti-aliasing filtering be-
fore being digitized by the A/D converter 336. After being
digitized, the digital signal goes to a digital signal proc-
essor 338. The digital signal processor 338 can be im-
plemented, for example, as a field programmable array
(FPGA) chip, an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) or a microprocessor.
[0021] The digital signal processor 338 includes a first
digital signal wave generator 344 that outputs a square
wave at the resonance tracking modulation frequency to
a first demodulator 340. The square wave is used as a
reference frequency for the first demodulator 340. Thus,
the first demodulator 340 demodulates the signal from
the signal conditioning circuit 334 at the resonance track-
ing modulation frequency.

[0022] The digital signal processor 338 also includes
a second digital signal wave generator 346. The second
digital signal wave generator generates a sine wave that
is converted by a digital to analog converter (DAC) 348
that drives a respective intensity modulator, such as CW
intensity modulator 210-1 and CCW intensity modulator
210-2 shown in Fig. 2. The second digital signal wave
generator 346 also produces a square wave at the inten-
sity modulation frequency that is used as a reference
frequency for the second demodulator 342. Thus, the
second demodulator 342 demodulates the signal re-
ceived from the first demodulator 340 at the intensity
modulation frequency. Since the intensity modulation fre-
quency is not harmonically related to the resonance
tracking modulation frequency, the only signals that will
pass through both demodulators 340 and 342 are those
signals that are occurring at the sum and difference fre-
quencies between the resonance tracking and intensity
modulation frequencies.
[0023] The output of the second demodulator 342 is
approximately integrated in an accumulator 350. The out-
put of the accumulator 350 is coupled to a first summer
352. The first summer 352 sums the output of the accu-
mulator 350 with a digital sine wave at the resonance
tracking modulation frequency provided by the first digital
signal wave generator 344. The output of the first summer
352 is then summed with a constant value in a second
summer 354. The constant value represents the nominal
beat frequency between the reference laser and the cor-
responding slave laser. When the demodulator output is
zero, the output of the accumulator 350 summed with the
constant value is a digital value that represents the av-
erage of the reference frequency that puts the corre-
sponding slave laser onto the respective resonance fre-
quency of the sensing resonator. The output of the sec-
ond summer 354 is used to produce the reference fre-
quency in a direct digital synthesizer 356.
[0024] Figure 4 is flow chart of one embodiment of a
method 400 of enhancing signal-to-noise ratio for meas-
uring rotation rate in a resonator fiber optic gyroscope.
At block 402, the intensity of an optical signal output from
a sensing resonator, such as resonator 212, is modulated
at an intensity modulation frequency. The intensity mod-
ulation frequency different from and not harmonically re-
lated to a resonance tracking modulation frequency.
Thus, the intensity or amplitude of the light is modulated
at a frequency that is different than the modulation fre-
quency that is used to detect the signal. For example, if
the signal to be detected is at 10 KHz, the intensity mod-
ulation frequency may be at 3 KHz. The intensity modu-
lation, therefore, frequency shifts the light signal to be a
10khz signal with an amplitude modulation of 3khz.
[0025] At block 404, the intensity modulated electrical
signal is demodulated at the intensity modulation fre-
quency and at the resonance tracking modulation fre-
quency. In some embodiments, the intensity modulated
electrical signal is first demodulated at the resonance
tracking modulation frequency to produce a first demod-
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ulated signal. The first demodulated signal is then de-
modulated at the intensity modulation frequency. For ex-
ample, using the exemplary values from above, demod-
ulating the intensity modulated signal at the resonance
tracking modulation frequency of 10 KHz results in a sig-
nal with a 3 KHz modulation frequency rather than a direct
current (DC) signal. Demodulating the 3 KHz signal at
the intensity modulation frequency of 3 KHz then results
in DC signal which can be used for detecting rotation.
[0026] Since the intensity modulation frequency is dif-
ferent from and not harmonically related to the resonance
tracking modulation frequency, in this embodiment, elec-
tronic noise that is coherent with either the resonance
tracking modulation or the intensity modulation is blocked
out by the double demodulation. For example, noise,
such as electronic pickup noise, will typically be either at
10 KHz or at 3 KHZ, but not at both since the frequencies
are not harmonically related, in this example. If the noise
is at 10 KHz, the first demodulation will demodulate the
noise down to DC not down to 3 khz. The second de-
modulation then blocks out any DC so it blocks out the
noise. If the noise is at 3 KHZ, the first demodulation
would put the noise at 7 KHz since the first demodulation
is at 10 KHz. The 7 KHZ noise signal is then blocked by
the second demodulation at 3 KHz because the two fre-
quencies are not harmonically related.
[0027] Although, the above description demodulates
at the resonance tracking modulation frequency, in other
embodiments, the demodulation order is reversed. In
particular, the intensity modulated electrical signal is first
demodulated at the intensity modulation frequency to
produce the first demodulated signal. The first demodu-
lated signal is then demodulated at the resonance track-
ing modulation frequency.
[0028] At block 406, the double demodulated signal is
used to generate a signal related to rotation rate. For
example, as described above, in some embodiments,
the double demodulated signal is integrated and then
summed with a sine wave at the resonance tracking mod-
ulation frequency. The summed signal is then again
summed with a constant value representative of a nom-
inal beat frequency between a respective laser source
and a reference laser.
[0029] Although specific embodiments have been il-
lustrated and described herein, it will be appreciated by
those of ordinary skill in the art that any arrangement,
which is calculated to achieve the same purpose, may
be substituted for the specific embodiments shown. For
example, although the intensity modulation frequency
and the resonance tracking modulation frequency are
described herein as not harmonically related, in other
embodiments, the frequencies can be harmonically re-
lated. Therefore, it is manifestly intended that this inven-
tion be limited only by the claims and the equivalents
thereof.

Claims

1. A fiber optic gyroscope (202) comprising:

a first laser source (216-1) configured to produce
a first laser beam having a first frequency;
a second laser source (216-2) configured to pro-
duce a second laser beam having a second fre-
quency;
a sensing resonator (212) having a first input
coupled to the first laser source and a second
input coupled to the second laser source such
that the first laser beam propagates through the
sensing resonator in a first direction and the sec-
ond laser beam propagates through the sensing
resonator in a second direction;
first resonance tracking electronics (RTE)
(214-1) configured to generate a first control sig-
nal that indicates when the first laser beam is off
resonance;
second resonance tracking electronics (RTE)
(214-2) configured to generate a second control
signal that indicates when the second laser
beam is off resonance;
a first intensity modulator (210-1) coupled be-
tween a first output of the sensing resonator and
an input of the first resonance tracking electron-
ics, the first intensity modulator configured to
modulate the intensity of a signal from the first
output of the sensing resonator at a first intensity
modulation frequency such that the first reso-
nance tracking electronics is able to discriminate
between the signal from the first output of the
sensing resonator and electronic noise, wherein
the first intensity modulation frequency is differ-
ent from a resonance tracking modulation fre-
quency of the first RTE; and
a second intensity modulator (210-2) coupled
between a second output of the sensing reso-
nator and an input of the second resonance
tracking electronics, the second intensity mod-
ulator configured to modulate the intensity of a
signal from the second output of the sensing res-
onator at a second intensity modulation frequen-
cy such that the second resonance tracking
electronics is able to discriminate between the
signal from the second output of the sensing res-
onator and electronic noise, wherein the second
intensity modulation frequency is different from
a resonance tracking modulation frequency of
the second RTE.

2. The fiber optic gyroscope of claim 1, wherein the
fiber optic gyroscope further comprises:

a reference laser (226) configured to produce a
reference laser beam;
a first phase-lock-loop (PLL) (231-1) to beat the
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first laser beam with the reference laser beam
and to drive the first laser source such that the
first laser beam is locked to the reference laser
beam; and
a second phase-lock-loop (PLL) (231-2) to beat
the second laser beam with the reference laser
beam and to drive the second laser source such
that the second laser beam is locked to the ref-
erence laser beam.

3. The fiber optic gyroscope of claim 2, wherein:

the first RTE is further configured to output a first
reference frequency to the first PLL to maintain
the first frequency at a first resonance frequency
of the sensing resonator; and
the second RTE is further configured to output
a second reference frequency to the second PLL
to maintain the second frequency at a second
resonance frequency of the sensing resonator.

4. The fiber optic gyroscope of claim 1, wherein each
of the first and second RTE comprises:

a first demodulator (340) configured to demod-
ulate the intensity modulated signal from the re-
spective intensity modulator at the respective
resonance tracking modulation frequency; and
a second demodulator (342) coupled to an out-
put of the first demodulator and configured to
demodulate a signal output from the first demod-
ulator at the intensity modulation frequency of
the respective intensity modulator.

5. The fiber optic gyroscope of claim 1 wherein the first
intensity modulation frequency is not harmonically
related to the resonance tracking modulation fre-
quency of the first RTE; and
wherein the second intensity modulation frequency
is not harmonically related with the resonance track-
ing modulation frequency of the second RTE.

6. A system (100) comprising:

a resonator fiber optic gyroscope (102) config-
ured to measure rotation rate; and
a processing unit (104) coupled to the resonator
fiber optic gyroscope and configured to perform
calculations based on the rotation rate meas-
ured by the resonator fiber optic gyroscope;
wherein the resonator fiber optic gyroscope in-
cludes:

a sensing resonator (112) having a first res-
onance frequency for a first laser beam
propagation direction and a second reso-
nance frequency for a second laser beam
propagation direction;

an intensity modulator (110) coupled to an
output of the sensing resonator and config-
ured to modulate the intensity of a signal
output from the sensing resonator, wherein
the intensity modulator modulates the out-
put signal at an intensity modulation fre-
quency; and
resonance tracking electronics (114) cou-
pled to an output of the intensity modulator
and configured to demodulate the intensity
modulated signal output from the intensity
modulator at a resonance tracking modula-
tion frequency to produce a first demodulat-
ed signal; the resonance tracking electron-
ics further configured to demodulate the first
demodulated signal at the intensity modu-
lation frequency, wherein the intensity mod-
ulation frequency is different from the reso-
nance tracking modulation frequency.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the resonator fiber
optic gyroscope further comprises:

an analog-to-digital converter (336) configured
to convert an output of the intensity modulated
signal to a digital signal; and
a digital signal processor (338) coupled to the
analog-to-digital converter, wherein the digital
signal processor includes:

a first demodulator (340) configured to pro-
duce the first demodulated signal;
a second demodulator (342) coupled to an
output of the first demodulator and config-
ured to demodulate the first demodulated
signal at the intensity modulation frequency;
a first digital signal wave generator (344)
configured to output a square wave at the
resonance tracking modulation frequency
to the first demodulator; and
a second digital signal wave generator
(346) configured to output a square wave
at the intensity modulation frequency to the
second demodulator.

8. The system of claim 6, wherein the intensity modu-
lation frequency is not harmonically related with the
resonance tracking modulation frequency.

9. A method (400) of enhancing signal-to-noise ratio
for measuring rotation rate in a resonator fiber optic
gyroscope, the method comprising:

modulating intensity of a signal output from a
sensing resonator, wherein the intensity is mod-
ulated at an intensity modulation frequency that
is different from a resonance tracking modula-
tion frequency (402);
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demodulating the intensity modulated signal at
the intensity modulation frequency and at the
resonance tracking modulation frequency to
produce a double demodulated signal (404);
and
generating a signal related to rotation rate based
on the double demodulated signal (406).

10. The method of claim 9, wherein demodulating the
intensity modulated signal comprises one of:

demodulating the intensity modulated signal at
the resonance tracking modulation frequency to
produce a first demodulated signal and demod-
ulating the first demodulated signal at the inten-
sity modulation frequency to produce the double
demodulated signal; or
demodulating the intensity modulated signal at
the intensity modulation frequency to produce a
first demodulated signal and demodulating the
first demodulated signal at the resonance track-
ing modulation frequency to produce the double
demodulated signal.
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